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Headfitted’s client has been associated with OutSystems for more than 4 years. 
When they started there was no datacenter for OutSystems cloud in India and the 
nearest was Singapore. Since the client is from the financial domain and in order to 
comply with the local regulations it was necessary to host the data in the local 
(Indian) territory.
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Since the environments were in 
separate datacenters, there was 
no provision to move the existing 
environment supported by 
OutSystems. The only option left 
was to reinstall everything in the 
Mumbai datacenter. However, the 
challenge was how to move the 
data.

Headfitted thought about various 
options like creating applications to 
export data to excel and re-import, 
manually creating SQL scripts, etc.. 
They knew that all these 
approaches would take time and 
need thorough testing. On top of 
that they had a requirement to 
migrate BPT data & 
email/notifications as well. 
That's when Headfitted decided to 
evaluate a tool for the migration - so 
instead of creating custom built 
code for the migration they have 
decided to use DMM!
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5.4GB of data migrated 
flawlessly in a dozen 
minutes between 
OutSystems PaaS 
environments hosted in 
different regions!

Siya Ul Haqu, Director - India 
Operations
Headfitted Solutions

“
”
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The
Results

30+ migrations were executed
across multiple environments –
and it's almost a month since 
we’ve done it and everything is 
working flawlessly!

Siya Ul Haqu, Director - India 
Operations
Headfitted Solutions

“
”
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With 5+ years of experience as OutSystems partner in India, 
we offer a unique palette of software innovation services, 
empowering organizations with opportunity and courage to 
change, step by step, through hands on collaboration and 
iterative ideation. 
Enabling OutSystems backed digital transformation in 
leading Financial & Insurance customers.

Infosistema provides business and technology consulting 
services for Banking, Insurance, Industry and Services 
sectors, focused on Digital Transformation with Systems
of Engagement, Integration & Advanced Analytics.

Visit

Visit https://www.headfitted.dk/

www.infosistema.com/dmm-data-migration-manager

What OutSystems projects
are you working on?

Share your challenges with us and let
DMM surprise you.
Download now from OutSystems’ Forge

Contact us
sales@infosistema.com

Visit us
www.infosistema.com
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